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Zhang Enli is  showcas ing his  work at Fortnum & Mason. Image credit: Fortnum & Mason

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury Daily's live news from Sept. 10:

Marc Jacobs, Four Seasons team up to mark NYFW

Four Seasons Hotel New York Downtown is feting New York Fashion Week with help from local fashion label Marc
Jacobs.

Click here to read the entire article

Gabriela Hearst stages first carbon-neutral fashion show

New York-based fashion label Gabriela Hearst is  taking its approach to sustainability a step further by hosting what is
said to be the industry's first runway show without a carbon footprint.

Click here to read the entire article

Fortnum & Mason turns store into art exhibition

British department store Fortnum & Mason is celebrating its artistic heritage and position as a global curator with a
month-long display of Chinese artist Zhang Enli's work.

Click here to read the entire article

Kering adopts broader global paid parental leave policy

French luxury group Kering is extending its 14-week paid parental leave benefits beyond mothers, allowing fathers
and partners to also take time off without losing income.

Click here to read the entire article
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Richemont's head of fashion and accessories maisons resigns

Swiss conglomerate Richemont's head of fashion and accessories maisons Eric Vallat is  stepping down from his
role in October.

Click here to read the entire article

Trade war, Hong Kong protests cause luxury stocks to slip in August

Amid climbing tariffs, a falling yuan and political tensions in Hong Kong, the uncertain luxury outlook is China is
impacting stock prices.

Click here to read the entire article

Click here to read the morning newsletter

Webinar on Sept. 18: "Holidays 2019: Happy or Not?"
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